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About 'Angrezi Medium' 

Angrezi Medium is a volunteering drive that aims

to teach spoken English to students from

government/trust funded schools. For them it is

their dream to learn how to speak in English, and

this project led by a team of volunteers is helping

them to reach their goal!



Since this project is based on

volunteering , volunteers have a very

important role to play! 

  Teach spoken english to students
  Boosting confidence
  Increasing self esteem
  Make learning fun and efficient for them 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Role as a volunteer 



Brief
Introduction

This is a free Spoken English class  for

children. Nothing shall be charged from

the child, parent or the school.

For students from 6th to 8th Grade.

 The duration of Angrezi Medium is for

minimum 3 months.

Weekly 3 days for 1 hour each (12 hours

in a month)

3 Modules in 3 months based on basic

English & grammar.

Basic Details



Volunteer willing to

join needs to sign-up

through google form

shared by ARCH
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On completion,

celebrate the joy

with a gold badge. 
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It's easy to be a part of
Angrezi Medium



Volunteers will be assigned between 4 to 7 students 

A number will be assigned to each volunteer which will
be their group number.

A Whatsapp group for each volunteer will be formed by
us connecting them with their children for direct
communication.

Every class will be taken on zoom break out rooms. A
recurring link will be provided by ARCH and the break out
room will be in accordance with your group number at all
times.

Volunteers will have to track progress of each student
and group

Before starting the class - a pre-post assessment to be
done for all your group children to learn the outcome of
your efforts. 

 Things to remember
 



Duration

Volunteer  will be required to stay for a

minimum of three months and may continue

if wish to

PROGRESSION

English Basics

Conversational English

English Writing

DURATION

3 Months

2 Months

3 Months



For any Query 
Call - 8238009635/9

Email - volunteering@archfoundation.in 


